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a b s t r a c t

Electrochemical performance of metal-supported plasma sprayed (PS) solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs) was
tested for three nominal electrolyte thicknesses and three electrolyte fabrication conditions to determine
the effects of electrolyte thickness and microstructure on open circuit voltage (OCV) and series resistance
(Rs). The measured OCV values were approximately 90% of the Nernst voltages, and electrolyte area
specific resistances below 0.1 � cm2 were obtained at 750 ◦C for electrolyte thicknesses below 20 �m.
eywords:
olid oxide fuel cell
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etal support

OFC

Least-squares fitting was used to estimate the contributions to Rs of the YSZ bulk material, its microstruc-
ture, and the contact resistance between the current collectors and the cells. It was found that the 96%
dense electrolyte layers produced from high plasma gas flow rate conditions had the lowest permeation
rates, the highest OCV values, and the smallest electrolyte-related voltage losses. Optimal electrolyte
thicknesses were determined for each electrolyte microstructure that would result in the lowest com-
bination of OCV loss and voltage loss due to series resistance for operating voltages of 0.8 V and 0.7 V.
. Introduction

Solid oxide fuel cells are a highly efficient technology that pro-
uces electricity and high temperature byproduct heat from a fuel
ource. SOFCs are able to use a wide variety of fuels and are inher-
ntly more tolerant to species such as carbon monoxide that poison
ther types of fuel cells due to the oxide ion conducting nature of
he SOFC electrolyte, the high operating temperature, and the lack
f a requirement for noble metal electrode catalysts. These qualities
ake SOFCs a promising near term energy production device.
Widespread adoption of SOFCs is mostly limited by durability

nd cost issues. One of the main sources of SOFC durability limi-
ations is the inherent brittleness of the commonly used ceramic
r cermet mechanical support layers. Stainless steel has been pro-
osed as a potentially more robust support material [1]; however, it

s difficult to fabricate metal supported SOFCs using the wet ceramic
OFC manufacturing processes, as the high temperature firing oper-
tions required to sinter and densify SOFC layers severely degrade

he metal support. Sintering aids or inert atmosphere firing have
een proposed as potential methods to reduce the support degra-
ation during processing, but these methods may be detrimental
o the electrolyte conductivity or expensive [2,3]. Infiltration meth-
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ods have also been proposed as an alternative method to fabricate
metal supported SOFCs [4]; however, these techniques are slow
and may be quite difficult to scale up to the large manufacturing
volumes required to bring down SOFC costs. At low production vol-
umes, SOFC systems cost on the order of $10,000/kW [5], and while
system costs are expected to decrease significantly as more efficient
manufacturing processes are developed and scaled up, it will still
be challenging to achieve the US Department of Energy’s cost target
of $400/kW [6] with wet ceramic cell fabrication processes.

Materials, equipment, and labour costs make up the majority of
SOFC manufacturing costs. Material costs consist of the cost of the
raw materials required to produce the SOFC support and electro-
chemically active layers. A recent economic study determined that
material costs represent more than 50% of the total cell cost at suffi-
ciently large production volumes for which the cost/kW converges
to a stable value and that the cermet support layer for wet ceramic
produced cells represents ∼75% of the total material cost [5]. If
metal supports are used, support layer costs can be decreased to
∼12% of the total cost, which decreases the total cell cost by approx-
imately 40%. In addition to being less expensive, metal supports
also have superior mechanical, thermal and electrical properties

compared to Ni/YSZ cermet supports. SOFC equipment costs at the
low production volumes needed for early market entry may also
be reduced by lowering the number and complexity of unit opera-
tions, and labour costs can be decreased by increasing the amount
of automation in the manufacturing process.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2011.02.057
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:kesler@mie.utoronto.ca
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2011.02.057
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Table 1
Electrolyte suspension plasma processing parameters.

Parameter High flow rate Medium flow rate Low flow rate

Plasma gas flow rate (slpm) 275 250 230
Plasma gas composition (%) 70% N2, 25% Ar, 5% H2 80% N2, 15% Ar 5% H2 87% N2, 13% Ar
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Current (A per cathode) 250
Nozzle size (mm) 9.5
Preheat temperature (◦C) 300–350
Standoff distance (mm) 90

Plasma spraying is a well-established manufacturing technique
hat can produce fully sintered ceramic coatings rapidly and with-
ut the need for post deposition heat treatments. This technique
as been used for over 50 years to produce many different types
f coatings such as the thermal barrier coatings in gas turbines.
lasma spraying can produce coatings extremely rapidly and is
elatively easy to automate; however, this technique has diffi-
ulty producing coatings with high porosity (>25%) or low porosity
<10%) and in producing uniform coatings of less than 50 �m in
hickness due to the large size of the feedstock particles (10 to
everal 100 �m). In order to enhance the ability of PS processes
o control the microstructure and porosity and to enable thinner
ayers to be produced, a micron or sub-micron sized feedstock
owder suspended in a carrier liquid can be used. This technique

s called suspension plasma spraying (SPS) and has the poten-
ial to significantly improve coating quality and control while
eeping the rapid deposition and lack of post deposition heat treat-
ent requirement of conventional powder based PS processes.

here are a number of groups throughout the world develop-
ng and characterizing SPS coatings for a variety of applications
7–11].

PS SOFCs have a number of potential cost and performance
dvantages compared to wet-ceramic SOFC manufacturing pro-
esses [12–15]. PS processes allow stainless steel mechanical
upports to be used without any additional cost or performance
rade-offs specific to the use of the metallic supports. The rapid
eposition rate and elimination of high temperature firing oper-
tions allow for high throughputs, simple process flow, and easy
utomation, which lower process, equipment, and labour costs. PS
rocessing can also realize significant cost savings even at fairly

ow production volumes due to the use of metal supports and to the
calability of the equipment requirements for different production
evels [5]. In addition, the rapid nature of PS SOFC manufacturing

ay have the potential to improve SOFC performance by allowing
igher performing or less expensive material sets that may inter-
eact or decompose at the high temperatures required to sinter
lectrolyte layers to be used for electrochemically active layers,
ince the extremely rapid cooling of PS layers gives the layers lit-
le time for the normally diffusion-based inter-reactions to occur.
inally, PS processes may allow finer control over the composi-
ion, size or nature of functional layers, allowing these layers to be
unctionally graded in order to reduce thermal stresses, improve
lectrochemical properties, or enhance functional features such as
nternal reforming.

There are many groups throughout the world that are working
o develop PS SOFC process [16–19]; however, much work is still
equired in order to determine the effects of PS parameters on SOFC
ayer microstructures and to characterize the effect of PS layer fea-
ures such as splat boundaries on the electrochemical activity of
S SOFCs. This study investigates the electrochemical properties of
OFCs fabricated from three promising SPS conditions identified

n a previous study [20] on porous ferritic stainless steel mechan-
cal supports and examines the effect of electrolyte thickness and

icrostructure on the open circuit voltage (OCV) and series resis-
ance (Rs) values. Three different nominal electrolyte thicknesses
ere tested (15 �m, 30 �m and 45 �m).
250 250
9.5 9.5
300–350 300–350
80 80

Cathode and anode layers were produced by conventional PS
processes and are being optimized in parallel studies [21–23] and
thus will only be briefly discussed in this work.

2. Experimental procedure

2.1. Substrate and feedstock material

SOFCs were deposited onto 2.54 cm diameter porous ferritic
stainless steel 430 substrates with a media grade (MG) of 2 (Mott
Corporation, Farmington, CT, USA). This substrate type is most com-
monly used as a filter medium, and the media grade designation
refers to the smallest diameter particle in micrometers that can be
captured in the filter.

A 48.2–51.8 wt% mixture of individually spray dried lanthanum
strontium manganite (La0.8Sr0.2MnO3−ı, LSM) and 8 mol% yttria-
stabilized zirconia (YSZ) powders (Inframat Advanced Materials,
Farmington, CT, USA) was used for the cathode layers. Spray dried
cathode powders were sieved and mechanically mixed before
plasma spraying. The detailed cathode powder preparation pro-
cedure has been reported previously [21].

Non-spray dried 8 mol% YSZ powder (Inframat Advanced Mate-
rials, Farmington, CT, USA) was used as the electrolyte feedstock for
this study. The as-received powder had a d50 agglomerate size of
approximately 1.6 �m, with sizes ranging from 0.5 �m to 15 �m, as
determined previously by laser light scattering (Mastersizer 2000,
Malvern Instruments, Worcestershire, UK) [24]. Aqueous YSZ sus-
pensions with a solid loading of 3 vol% (15.4 wt%) were prepared
using deionized water and 0.01 wt% PBTCA (2-phosphonobutane-
1,2,4-tricarboxylic acid) dispersant referenced to the ceramic solid
weight.

A sprayed dried, pre-agglomerated mixture of 70 wt% NiO and
30 wt% YSZ powder (Inframat Advanced Materials, Farmington, CT,
USA) was used for the anode layer feedstock. The anode powders
were calcined at 1200 ◦C for 2 h to prevent agglomerate break up
during feeding and then sieved. 9.3 wt% of a commercially available
flour (Robin Hood All-purpose Flour, Smuckers Foods of Canada,
Markham, ON, Canada) was added to the anode powder before
plasma spraying to serve as a pore former.

2.2. Plasma spray processing

All SOFC layers were deposited using an axial injection APS
system (Axial III Series 600, Northwest Mettech Corp., North Van-
couver, BC, Canada) that was modified to deliver liquid suspensions
using a pressured canister as described previously [24]. A needle
type nozzle with an inner diameter of 0.84 mm that was positioned
directly behind the torch convergence injected the suspension
directly into the centre of the plasma jet, where it was atomized
by the plasma plume. During SPS, the feedstock suspension was
fed to the torch at a rate of 104 mL min−1, which resulted in a total

solid flow rate of 18.5 g min−1.

During spraying runs, the substrates were mounted on a rotating
turntable and the torch was moved vertically. Before the powder
or suspension feeding systems were started, the substrates were
preheated directly by the plasma torch to a temperature between
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Table 2
Summary of sprayed electrolyte characteristics.

Spraying condition Density (g cm−3/%) Permeation rate 30 ± 2 �m coating (cm3 min−1) Permeability (m2)
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voltage of 0.27 V at temperatures of 750, 700, 650 and 600 C. Typ-
ical polarization curves of a cell sprayed at the high flow condition
showing the voltage–current behaviour (solid lines, left axis) and
power density (dashed lines, right axis) are shown in Fig. 1. In the
figure it can be observed that the measured open circuit voltage is

Table 3
Electrochemical testing parameters.

Parameter Value
High flow 5.7/96 0.3
Medium flow 5.5/93 0.4
Low flow 5.1/86 0.4

00 and 350 ◦C, as measured directly by a Type K thermocouple in
ontact with the back surface of the metal substrate.

A plasma sprayed composite LSM/YSZ cathode layer was first
eposited on the steel substrates at conditions described previously
21,24] and an SPS YSZ electrolyte layer was then deposited on top
f the cathode layer. Suspension plasma sprayed electrolyte layers
ere produced from one of the three conditions listed in Table 1.

he spraying conditions were labelled as having high, medium,
r low flow rates, which indicates the relative plasma gas flow
ates used. A previous study had determined that these conditions
roduced layers with promising microstructures and properties
otentially beneficial for use in electrolytes [20]. Electrolytes hav-

ng three nominal thicknesses of 15, 30, and 45 �m were produced,
n order to examine the effect of electrolyte thickness on the phys-
cal and electrochemical properties of the cell. Finally, a 1.1 cm in
iameter plasma sprayed NiO/YSZ anode layer was deposited on
op of the electrolyte layer at conditions described previously [24].

.3. Characterization of plasma sprayed layers

After YSZ layers were deposited, the coating density, perme-
tion rate, and microstructure were characterized. These physical
haracterization results have been described in detail for these and
dditional plasma spray conditions in a previous study [20] and are
ummarized in Table 2, with the density column presenting both
he value of density and the percentage of theoretical density. The
heoretical density of 8 mol% YSZ is 5.96 g cm−3 [25]. Layer density
as calculated by dividing the weight gain after electrolyte spray-

ng runs by the coating area and the coating thickness as measured
y scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Helium permeation mea-
urements were performed using an in-house designed fixture. The
upply of helium gas was regulated at a gauge pressure of 3.5 kPa
nd the flow through the sample was measured by a mass flow
eter. This flow rate was then used to calculate the layer perme-

bility using Darcy’s law [24,26].
Polished cross sections of the deposited layers were examined

n a Hitachi S-3000N SEM (Hitachi High Technologies America,
leasanton, CA, USA). Samples were mounted in epoxy, cut using a
ow speed diamond saw, and then polished using diamond polish-
ng suspensions. The polished samples were gold coated to provide
ufficient conductivity for SEM imaging. The back-scattered elec-
ron (BSE) imaging mode was used for all SEM images in order
o enhance the contrast between the individual SOFC component

aterials.

.4. Electrochemical testing

.4.1. Test equipment and contact
Single cell test stations (model FCSH-1000, Materials Mates

talia, Milan, Italy) with additional gas flow control hardware and
oftware (Arbin Instruments, College Station, TX, USA) were used
or electrochemical testing. Platinum mesh was used for both the
node and cathode side contacts.
.4.2. Sealing
A two part sealing system was utilized for the electrochemi-

al tests. First, a wet ceramic seal (Ceramabond 552-VFG, Aremco
roducts, Inc., Valley Cottage, NY) was painted on the outside edge
9.21E−18
1.14E−17
1.15E−17

of the cells in order to limit any leakage from the cell edges. The
ceramabond seal was cured as per the included instructions [27].
A commercially available sealing product (Thermiculite 866, The
Flexitallic Group, Houston, USA) was used to seal the face of the
cell to the test station tube. An anode supported cell with a screen
printed and fired electrolyte achieved an open circuit voltage of
1.02 V at 750 ◦C with a hydrogen concentration of 20% while using
this sealing system.

2.4.3. Cell testing
Electrochemical tests were performed using a Solartron 1470E

multi-channel potentiostat and 1260 frequency response analyzer
(London Scientific, London, ON, Canada). Cells were first heated to
750 ◦C in a 4% H2 atmosphere on the anode side and still air on the
cathode side. Once the cell reached temperature, the H2 concentra-
tion was slowly increased to 20% and flowing air was introduced
on the cathode side. The reduction process continued until the cell
open circuit voltage stopped rising, usually after approximately 1 h
of reduction. The conditions used during cell testing are summa-
rized in Table 3. Electrochemical tests were performed with high
flow rates in order to overcome diffusion limitations caused by the
design of the test station and by the lower than optimal electrode
layer porosities. Anode gasses were humidified to 3% by passing the
gasses through a humidifier containing de-ionized water at room
temperature.

During electrochemical testing, polarization curves and
impedance measurements were made at each testing tempera-
ture. Since this study is primarily focused on characterizing the
electrochemical performance of the electrolyte layers, the focus of
the electrochemical testing was to determine open circuit voltage
(OCV) and series resistance values of the cells with different
electrolytes. The open circuit voltage (OCV) determined from
polarization curves provides information about electrolyte and
seal permeability. Series resistance values obtained from the
high frequency intercept of the Nyquist impedance plots provide
information about the cell losses due to the electrolyte material
and microstructural resistivity and any contact resistance present.

3. Results

3.1. Electrochemical testing

3.1.1. Polarization curves
Polarization curves were obtained from open circuit voltage to a

◦

Anode gas composition (vol%) 20% H2, 80% N2

Anode gas flow (sccm) 950
Cathode gas composition (vol%) Air (79% N2, 21% O2)
Cathode gas flow (sccm) 950
Testing temperature (◦C) 600, 650, 700, 750
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ig. 1. Polarization curves for a typical tested cell fabricated at high gas flow condi-
ions.

pproximately 10% lower than the value predicted by thermody-
amics and that further improvement of both the electrolyte and
lectrode layers is required. As expected, the cell open circuit volt-
ge values increased as the temperature decreased and the slopes of
he curves increased as the temperature decreased, indicating that
he electrolyte and polarization resistances were increasing. The
oncave down nature of the polarization curves at higher current
ensities and temperatures suggested that there were significant
ass transport losses present, which are likely attributable to a

ombination of low electrode porosity and poor test station gas
eed design. A maximum power density of 0.14 W cm−2 at 750 ◦C
as observed for the cells with SPS electrolytes produced with the
igh flow rate conditions. Maximum power density values found in
he SOFC literature vary by more than 3 orders of magnitude from
alues of ∼0.01 to >1 W cm−2 depending on the material sets used,
icrostructures, cell geometries, and testing conditions. The high-

st power density reported to date for an entirely thermally sprayed
OFC is ∼0.4 mW cm−2 at 750 ◦C [28], although power densities
f up to ∼0.9 W cm−2 at 700 ◦C have been achieved for cells with
lasma sprayed anode and electrolyte layers and screen printed
athode layers [29].

The effects of temperature and permeation rate on the cell open
ircuit voltage are shown in Fig. 2a for coatings produced from the
igh flow rate spraying condition. As expected, the cell open circuit
oltage increases as the testing temperature decreases and as the
lectrolyte permeation rate decreases. Fig. 2b shows the effect of
lectrolyte permeation rate on the open circuit voltage at 750 ◦C
or the three electrolyte microstructures examined. It can be seen
n the figure that for equivalent permeation rates, the open circuit
oltage values for the three microstructures were very similar, as
xpected. Microstructures produced in high flow rate plasma pro-
essing conditions were able to achieve lower permeation rates at
quivalent thicknesses compared to the other two conditions at all
hicknesses studied.

.1.2. Impedance measurements
Impedance tests were performed at open circuit voltage for the

our test temperatures. A blank impedance measurement with no
ell loaded was performed for each test station in order to deter-
ine the amount of inductance present in the system due to the
ires and test station in order to subtract this value from the mea-
ured impedance to isolate the cell impedance. Typical Nyquist
mpedance plots for a cell sprayed at the high flow condition are
hown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3a shows the measurements before inductance
orrection, while Fig. 3b shows the same measurements after the
nductance has been subtracted. Series resistance (Rs) values were
Fig. 2. Effect of permeation rate on the measured open circuit voltage of electrolyte
layers with (a) high processing gas flow rate microstructures at temperatures of 600,
650, 700, and 750 ◦C with 20% H2 and (b) low, medium and high processing gas flow
rate microstructures at 750 ◦C with 20% H2.

determined from the high frequency intercepts of the inductance
corrected Nyquist plots. These values were separated into three
main loss types: YSZ resistivity losses, microstructure based losses,
and contact losses.

The effect of electrolyte thickness on the measured Rs values for
cells produced at the high flow rate spraying condition is shown in
Fig. 4 for the four test temperatures investigated. As expected, the Rs

values increase as the thickness increases and as the temperatures
decreases.

3.1.3. Series resistance separation
In order to better understand the root causes of the various elec-

trolyte loss mechanisms, the series resistance (Rs) values measured
during electrochemical testing were analyzed to estimate the rela-
tive contributions from each of 3 mechanisms to the overall series
resistance, as shown in Eq. (1).

Rs = RYSZ + R� + RC (1)

In the equation, RYSZ is defined as the area specific resistance
caused by the limited ionic conductivity of YSZ and is calculated
directly by dividing the electrolyte layer thickness by a literature

value of YSZ conductivity [30]. R� is defined as the area specific
resistance due to microstructural features within the electrolyte
layer such as porosity or splat boundaries, while RC is defined as
the area specific resistance due to the contact interfaces present
between the cell and test station. A least-squares fitting method
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ig. 3. Impedance curves (a) before and (b) after inductance subtraction for a cell
roduced from high flow rate spraying conditions.

as used to separate the relative contributions of R� and RC.
n order to enable the values from each test to be compared, a
arameter called the microstructural resistivity value (��) was
efined, which represents the intrinsic resistivity of the electrolyte
icrostructural features (e.g. its splat boundaries), and thus is con-

tant for a given test temperature and spraying condition (i.e.

lectrolyte microstructure). �� is calculated by dividing the R�

alue by the measured electrolyte thickness. For each comparable
est (same temperature and spraying condition), �� values were
et equal to each other and then the set of equations was solved
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ig. 4. Effect of thickness on the measured Rs value for high flow rate microstruc-
ures at temperatures of 600, 650, 700, and 750 ◦C with 20% H2.
R RμYSZ RC

Fig. 5. Effect of thickness and temperature on the ASRs breakdown for a cell sprayed
at the high flow rate condition.

iteratively until the sum of the squared residual equations was min-
imized. This minimized residual point is where the most likely R�

and RC values for each tested cell occur. This procedure was then
repeated for each electrolyte microstructure and testing tempera-
ture.

Fig. 5 shows an example of the resistance separation calculations
for cells sprayed at the high flow rate condition. In the figure it can
be observed that RYSZ and R� increase as the temperature decreases
or as the electrolyte thickness increases. The RC value generally
increases as the temperature decreases during each individual cell
test; however, it is difficult to compare the contact resistance of
different cell tests, as this resistance may be significantly affected
by inherent test station differences, by variations in cell loading, and
by cell-to-cell variations in parameters such as flatness or substrate
oxide growth.

Characterizing the microstructural resistance of the electrolyte
layer allows the effect of the microstructural features such as poros-
ity and splat boundaries on the electrolyte performance to be
quantified and enables the properties of different microstructures
to be compared. A comparison of the microstructural resistivity
(microstructural resistance divided by electrolyte layer thickness)
of the three types of electrolyte layers at temperatures between
600 and 750 ◦C is shown in Fig. 6a. Electrolyte resistivity is strongly
dependent on temperature and decreases by approximately an
order of magnitude as the temperature increases from 600 to
750 ◦C. Electrolyte layers produced at the low flow rate condi-
tion had significantly higher resistivity than the other electrolyte
types, possibly due to the greater amount of porosity present in
the microstructure. Electrolytes sprayed at the medium flow con-
dition had the lowest calculated microstructural resistivity, with
values of less than 10 � cm at a temperature of 750 ◦C. A summary
of the calculated total electrolyte area specific resistance (RYSZ + R�)
for electrolyte thicknesses below 50 �m is shown in Fig. 6b. It can
be seen in the figure that YSZ electrolytes produced from high or
medium flow conditions have electrolyte layer area specific resis-
tances of less than 0.1 � cm2 at 750 ◦C for electrolyte thicknesses
less than 20 �m.

3.1.4. YSZ conductivity comparison
The ionic conductivity value of plasma sprayed YSZ layers has

been measured for coatings produced from various feedstock pow-

ders in this and other studies. In Fig. 7, the ionic conductivity of
two plasma sprayed YSZ layers, the suspension plasma sprayed
layers produced in this work, and a sintered YSZ electrolyte layer
are compared as a function of temperature. Table 4 presents the
conductivity values for the four YSZ layer types at 600 ◦C. The
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Table 4
Ionic conductivity of PS, SPS and sintered YSZ layers at 600 ◦C.

Layer deposition method Feedstock primary particle size Conductivity (S cm−1) Source

Plasma spray 5–25 �m
Plasma spray 80–250 nm
Suspension plasma spray 1 �m
Wet ceramic and sintered Not reported
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thicknesses at 750 ◦C.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the total ionic conductivity of PS and sintered YSZ layers.
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plasma sprayed YSZ layers were produced either from 8 mol% YSZ
feedstock powders between 5 and 25 �m in size [31] or from
nanocrystalline 10 mol% YSZ powders consisting of primary par-
ticles 80–250 nm in size that had been spray dried into spherical
agglomerates 10–50 �m in diameter [32]. It can be seen in the fig-
ure and table that the SPS YSZ layer has a higher conductivity value
compared to the other PS YSZ layers, but that the conductivity is
lower than that of the sintered YSZ layer. This lower conductivity
value may be due to the presence of defects such as pores and other
microstructural defects within the SPS YSZ layer.

Fig. 8 shows a comparison between literature grain and grain
boundary conductivity values for a sintered YSZ layer [33] and
the microstructural conductivity values calculated for the three
suspension plasma sprayed (SPS) microstructures (high flow rate,
medium flow rate, and low flow rate) studied in this work. As can be
seen in the figure, the SPS microstructural conductivities that were
calculated were between 2.5 and 5 times higher than the literature
grain boundary conductivity values.

The graphs shown in Fig. 8 illustrate the total value of grain, grain
boundary, and microstructural conductivities; however, the spatial
frequencies of the grain boundaries and microstructural features
such as splat boundaries in the two coating microstructures differ
and thus need to be compensated in order to compare the intrinsic
grain boundary and microstructural contributions to the coating
resistivities. For a certain layer thickness (e.g. 10 �m), the total
area specific resistance (ASR, � cm2) for the grain boundaries and
microstructural features can be estimated by approximating the
microstructures as a series of “bricks” or grains with parallel sides,
connected by “mortar”, i.e. grain boundaries or splat boundaries.

If we assume that the influence of porosity is minimal, as the
SPS electrolyte layers produced in high plasma flow rate condi-
tions contain less than 5% porosity [25], and that there are few

Si-containing blocking phases at the SPS grain boundaries due to
the purity of the powder and small amount of time the SPS coating
is at elevated temperatures, which limits the ability of Si to diffuse
to the grain boundaries, the most influential remaining component
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the grain, grain boundary (Gb), and microstructural conduc-
tivities for sintered and SPS YSZ layers.
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Table 5
Intrinsic grain boundary and splat boundary ASR per defect calculation for 10 �m
thick sintered and SPS YSZ layers at 700 ◦C.

Sintered YSZ High flow rate
SPS YSZ

Total grain boundary or
microstructural conductivity
(S cm−1)

0.0046 0.023

Total grain boundary or
microstructural ASR for a 10 �m
thick coating (� cm2)

0.22 0.044

Grain size (sintered) or splat size (SPS)
(�m)

0.045 [21] 1 (from SEM)
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0.00098 0.004

f the microstructural resistivity is likely to be the splat boundaries.
For a certain coating thickness, the frequency of defects (grain

oundaries in the sintered layer and splat boundaries in the SPS
ayer in the direction perpendicular to the coating) can be calcu-
ated by dividing the coating thickness by the grain size and adding
. The grain size of the sintered layer was estimated to be ∼45 nm
34] and the splat size of the high flow rate SPS layer was estimated
o be ∼1 �m (from SEM images). If the total area specific resistance
ontribution from each defect type (grain boundary or splat bound-
ry) is then divided by this defect frequency, the intrinsic grain
oundary and splat boundary ASR per defect can be estimated.

Calculation results of the intrinsic grain boundary and splat
oundary ASR per defect are shown in Table 5. It can be seen in
he table that although the total grain boundary conductivity is
pproximately 5 times smaller than the total microstructural con-
uctivity value (or total ASR value is 5 times larger), when this value

s normalized to account for the number of defects present within
ach coating, the calculated intrinsic grain boundary ASR is actually
pproximately 4 times smaller than the intrinsic splat boundary
SR.

.1.5. Operating point calculations
For electrolyte layers that contain a measurable amount of per-

eability, the electrolyte thickness resulting in the lowest voltage
osses should be chosen for a given electrolyte microstructure
nd its corresponding permeability to maximize cell performance.
herefore, in order to better understand the cumulative effect of
as leakage and electrolyte resistance losses on the cell operating
oltage, the total amount of voltage loss (�V) was calculated by
he summation of the open circuit voltage losses and voltage losses
esulting from the series resistance contributions of both the bulk
lectrolyte material and electrolyte microstructure (Eq. (2)) for two
ommon operating points, 0.7 V and 0.8 V.

Vx = VLeak + VYSZ,x + V�,x (2)

In Eq. (2), x is the operating voltage. VLeak is defined as the dif-
erence between the calculated Nernst voltage (EIdeal) at the test
emperature and hydrogen concentration of interest and the mea-
ured open circuit voltage (VOCV). This voltage loss is caused by
eakages within the cell, seals, and test equipment. VYSZ is defined
s the bulk YSZ material resistance (RYSZ) multiplied by the cur-
ent density measured from a polarization curve at the operating
oint of interest (i0.8 V or i0.7 V). This voltage loss decreases as the
lectrolyte thickness is decreased. V� is defined as the electrolyte

esistance due to the microstructural features within the elec-
rolyte layer such as porosity or splat boundaries (R�) multiplied
y the current density measured from a polarization curve at the
perating point of interest (i0.8 V or i0.7 V). This voltage loss decreases
s the electrolyte thickness is decreased and varies for electrolytes
Fig. 9. Calculated �V values for cells sprayed at high, medium, and low flow rate
conditions at various electrolyte thicknesses and testing temperatures and an oper-
ating point of (a) 0.8 V and (b) 0.7 V.

sprayed at different conditions, which have different microstruc-
tures.

The calculated �V values for cells sprayed at the high, medium,
and low flow rate conditions are shown in Fig. 9 as a function of
cell thickness for cell testing temperatures of 650, 700, 750 ◦C. In
Fig. 9a, an operating point of 0.8 V is shown, while in Fig. 9b an oper-
ating point of 0.7 V is shown. For the highly dense microstructures
produced from the high flow conditions, intermediate thicknesses
(∼30 �m) produced the lowest �V for both operating voltages and
all temperatures investigated due to the low permeabilities of the
layers produced from these conditions. For coatings produced from
the medium flow rate spraying conditions, the thickest electrolyte
layers had the lowest �V for both operating voltages and at all tem-
peratures investigated. Thicker electrolyte layers may be favoured
for these microstructures due to the low microstructural resistivity
and higher permeabilities of these electrolyte microstructures. The
�V trends seen for the low flow rate microstructures illustrate the
competing loss mechanisms of leakage and microstructural resis-
tivity. At an operating voltage of 0.8 V and temperatures of 700 or
750 ◦C, the effect of leakage is more significant than the microstruc-
tural resistivity; therefore, the thickest electrolyte layers produce
the lowest �V values. However, at lower temperatures (650 ◦C),
the effect of microstructural resistance became more significant

since the electrolyte conductivity is lower at the low temperature,
and the lowest �V values were observed at the intermediate elec-
trolyte thicknesses. At an operating voltage of 0.7 V, the lowest
�V values were observed at the intermediate electrolyte thick-
nesses. This indicates that the voltage drop due to the increase in
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ig. 10. BSE SEM images of typical high flow condition microstructures at: (a) 250×
agnification and (b) 1000× magnification..

he microstructural resistivity was more significant than that due
o gas leakage across the electrolyte, seals, and test station for these
onditions.

Broadly speaking, these calculations illustrate the importance
f considering the cell operating conditions before choosing the
est electrolyte layer thickness to use for electrolytes with non-
ero permeabilities. At the higher operating temperatures (i.e. 700,
50 ◦C) minimal �V values were seen for thicker electrolytes that
inimize electrolyte permeability losses. However, at the lower

perating temperature (i.e. 650 ◦C), permeability losses are less sig-
ificant and minimal �V values are seen for thinner electrolytes
hat have lower electrolyte resistive losses. For 0.8 V operating con-
itions, leakage losses are more significant, causing thicker, less
ermeable coatings to have lower �V values. At operating volt-
ges of 0.7 V, electrolyte resistance losses become more significant,
avouring thinner, less resistive electrolyte layers.

.2. Microstructural analysis

SEM images of typical cross-sectional microstructures for the
OFCs produced at the high, medium, and low flow rate elec-
rolyte spraying conditions after fuel cell testing are shown in
igs. 10–12, respectively. Cathodes and anodes were sprayed under
dentical conditions, and it can be seen in Figs. 10–12 that there

s little cell-to-cell variation in cathode and anode layer thickness
r microstructure. The cathode layer components (LSM and YSZ)
ere well mixed, there was some porosity present in the layers,

nd the cathode layers were able to fill and cover the large, deep
ores present in the support material. There was excellent cov-
Fig. 11. BSE SEM images of typical medium flow rate condition microstructures at:
(a) 250× magnification and (b) 1000× magnification..

erage and strong adhesion between the stainless steel support,
cathode and electrolyte layers, even after a number of slow ther-
mal cycles introduced during cell testing. Anode layers were quite
thick and had unevenly distributed porosity. The larger, unevenly
distributed pores present in the anode layer are likely due to the
flour pore former used, while the smaller, more evenly distributed
pores present are likely due to the porosity introduced when the
sprayed NiO is reduced. Small detached areas (see Fig. 12b) were
occasionally present at the electrolyte–anode interface. These areas
may have been caused by the decrease in the anode layer volume as
it was reduced or by thermal cycling effects during cell testing. Both
anode and cathode layers likely have insufficient porosity for high
cell performance, as seen by the diffusion limitations present in
the electrochemical testing at the higher temperatures and current
densities. Further electrode material and microstructural develop-
ment is being performed in separate studies.

Electrolyte layers were reasonably dense, with three main defect
types: vertical cracking, medium-sized defects, and small pores.
Vertical cracking was likely caused by thermally induced residual
stresses produced during spraying, the medium sized defects may
be caused by unmelted particles present within the deposited layer
or by cathode layer surface topography (see Fig. 11b), and the small
pores present are likely intersplat porosity, visible in all coatings.
Qualitatively, electrolyte layers produced from high flow condi-

tions appeared to be the most dense, followed by those produced
by medium and low flow conditions. This density trend was con-
firmed both by permeation rate and density measurements done
previously [20] and by open circuit voltage measurements done in
this work.
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. Conclusion

Metal supported plasma sprayed (PS) SOFC fabrication tech-
iques have the potential to overcome many of the cost and
urability issues that have held back widespread adoption of SOFCs.
his study characterized the electrochemical performance of PS
OFCs with three different electrolyte microstructures and thick-
esses in order to determine the effects of electrolyte thickness and
icrostructure on electrochemical properties such as open circuit

oltage (OCV) and series resistance (Rs). Metal supported PS SOFCs
ere produced with OCV values approximately 10% lower than the
CV values predicted by thermodynamics and with electrolyte area

pecific resistances of <0.1 � cm2 at 750 ◦C for electrolyte thick-
esses <20 �m. In order to better understand the root causes of
he various electrolyte losses, measured Rs values were separated
nto YSZ material resistance losses, electrolyte microstructural
esistance losses, and contact resistance losses. The highly dense
lectrolyte layers produced from high plasma gas flow rate condi-
ions had the lowest permeation rates, the highest OCV values, and
he lowest total electrolyte-related losses. Medium flow rate con-
itions produced more permeable electrolyte layers that had lower
CV values and higher total electrolyte-related losses than the high

ow rate microstructures; however, these electrolyte layers had
he lowest microstructural resistivities. Low flow rate coatings had
oor electrolyte microstructures with high permeabilities, low OCV
alues, high total Rs, and high microstructural resistivities. In order
o better understand the combined effect of gas leakage and elec-

[
[

r Sources 196 (2011) 5423–5431 5431

trolyte resistance losses on the cell voltage, the OCV and Rs losses
were calculated for operating points of 0.8 V and 0.7 V and temper-
atures between 650 and 750 ◦C. These calculations may allow an
electrolyte thickness that minimizes the voltage losses to be chosen
for each operating point and electrolyte microstructure.
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